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Abstract

Authenticated multiple key agreement (AMKA) protocols provide participants

with multiple session keys after one round of authentication. Many schemes

use Diffie–Hellman or authenticated key agreement schemes that rely on hard

integer factorizations that are vulnerable to quantum algorithms. Lattice

cryptography provides quantum resistance to authenticated key agreement

protocols, but the certificate always incurs excessive public key infrastructure

management overhead. Thus, a lightweight lattice-based secure system is

needed that removes this overhead. To answer this need, we provide a

two-party lattice- and identity-based AMKA scheme based on bilateral short

integer or computational bilateral inhomogeneous small integer solutions, and

we provide a security proof based on the random oracle model. Compared

with existing AMKA protocols, our new protocol has higher efficiency and

stronger security.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A key agreement is a fundamental cryptographic primi-
tive that enables entities to obtain session keys for secure
communications over nonsecure channels. Diffie and
Hellman [1] proposed the first key agreement scheme.
Unfortunately, owing to the lack of authentication, their
scheme is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. In
addition to exchanging session keys, authenticated key
agreement (AKA) protocols [2, 3] force participants to
ensure the authenticity of the other party.

A public key cryptography (PKC)-based AKA uses
certificates to ensure participant authenticity. However,
the public key infrastructure (PKI) incurs a large over-
head due to PKC certificate management. Identity-based
cryptography (IBC) [4] can eliminate this problem by

using an arbitrary identity string (e.g., email address) as
the public key, whereas a trusted private key generator
(PKG) produces a secret key. IBC was employed to
provide the first AKA protocol [5], but with the advent of
quantum computing, the security of these and other
cryptographic protocols has been greatly challenged. A
lattice-based cryptosystem can force the worst-case solv-
able hard problem difficulty; thus, lattice-based protocols
offer stronger security. Moreover, they involve simple
matrix and vector operations that incur lower computa-
tional costs.

To improve the efficiency of key agreement proto-
cols, Harn and Lin designed the first authenticated
multiple key agreement (AMKA) scheme [6], which
produces multiple keys that are used in future
sessions.
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1.1 | Motivation and contribution

Key agreement protocols that combine the advantages of
simple identity-based public key management with
lattice-based security are needed to protect against quan-
tum computers. Therefore, we leverage IBC-based, two-
party lattice-based AMKA protocols in this study. How-
ever, owing to the generation of multiple keys per
authentication, security grows in complexity. Notably,
the free key escrow provided by IBC adds security risks.

Therefore, mutual secrecy is also needed so that the
disclosure of some session keys will not compromise all
keys. We assume that the adversary can learn session and
private keys, but not ephemeral keys, by compromising
an entity. Our objective in this study is to provide an
identity-based AMKE protocol that satisfies the security
properties discussed in the literature [7, 8].

Based on the hardness assumptions of lattice bilateral
(Bi) small integer solution (SIS) and computational Bi
(CBi) inhomogeneous SIS (ISIS) problems, we apply IBC
to design a lattice- and identity-based AMKA (LIAMKA)
protocol. The main contributions of this study are as
follows:

• We combined IBC with lattice-based cryptography to
construct the LIAMKA protocol, which avoids the
huge PKC management overhead. The average-case
hardness assumptions (i.e., Bi-SIS and CBi-ISIS) are
unsolvable in polynomial time by quantum computers.

• The proposed LIAMKA protocol is secure in a random
oracle model (ROM). A detailed informal security anal-
ysis further demonstrates that the proposed LIAMKA
protocol satisfies the security requirements of identity-
based AMKE protocols.

• Because only matrix and vector addition and multipli-
cation are required, the proposed protocol incurs a
very low computational overhead. Compared with
state-of-the-art AMKA protocols, ours show obvious
performance improvements.

• The proposed LIAMKA protocol resists more attacks,
including future quantum types, than current AMKA
protocols.

1.2 | Related work

To improve the authentication efficiency, Mohammadali
and others [9] presented an identity-based key agreement
protocol based on elliptical curve cryptography (ECC).
Gupta and Biswas [10] proposed an efficient identity-based
key agreement protocol that uses pairing over an
additive group. Dang and others [11] presented secure
identity-based AKA protocols without pairing. Ren and

Yoneyama [12] designed a hierarchical identity-based
authenticated key exchange using a standard model. Tseng
and others [13] proposed a leakage-resilient identity-based
authenticated key-exchange protocol for resource-limited
devices. Deng and others constructed an identity-based
AKA protocol [14] for vehicular ad hoc networks.

Because all of the abovementioned AKA protocols
use traditional cryptographic constructs, they are vulner-
able to quantum attacks. To enhance their security,
lattice-based cryptography has been applied to resist
quantum attacks. Lattice primitives have stronger secu-
rity than worst-case hardness assumptions and are rela-
tively efficient [15]. Ajtai [16] introduced the first lattice
hardness assumption. Wang and others [17] expanded
the SIS/ISIS problems to lattice Bi-SIS/Bi-ISIS and
CBi-ISIS/DBi-ISIS problems, and based on their hardness
assumptions, a lattice-based two-party key-agreement
protocol was designed. However, Gupta and Biswas [18]
found that the proposed scheme of Wang and others [17]
did not provide authentication. Furthermore, it fails to
resist man-in-the-middle attacks [18]. Gupta and Biswas
[19] then proposed two improved protocols using lattice-
based signatures and signcryption. Islam and Zeadally
[20] designed a novel two-party AKA protocol [20], and
based on the CBi-ISIS and Bi-SIS hardness assumptions,
it was found to be provably secure in the ROM. Gupta
and others [21] presented an efficient lattice-based
two-party key-agreement protocol with a formal security
proof. Rana and Mishra [22] exploited ring-learning-
with-errors problems to construct a new key agreement
protocol. However, these lattice-based two-party AKA
schemes are not efficient [19–22]. Moreover, they can
only generate one session key when run at a time.

To solve the problem of generating only one key at a
time when the protocol is running, Harn and Lin
designed the first AMKA scheme [6]. Since the pioneer-
ing work on AMKE [6], many related protocols have
been proposed [23]. Yen and Joye [24] showed that the
Harn–Lin protocol [6] suffers from forgery attacks. Wu
and others [25] found that Yen–Joye’s improved protocol
[24] suffers from the same vulnerability as that of
Harn–Lin. Furthermore, the improved Harn–Lin proto-
col [26] cannot provide perfect forward security for all
session keys [27]. In 2008, Lee and others [28] proposed
an AMKA protocol based on ECC that uses bilinear pair-
ings. However, Vo and others [29] demonstrated that Lee
and others’ protocol suffers from impersonation attacks,
and Farash and others [30] confirmed that it suffers from
forgery attacks. Hence, if the long-term private keys of
both participants and one session key are revealed, other
session keys will also be exposed. Farash and others [30]
showed that Vo and others’ protocol [29] suffers from
forgery and reflection attacks, whereas Cheng [31]
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proved that Farash and others’ protocol [32] cannot resist
a combination of key compromise impersonation and
parallel session attacks.

A few identity-based AMKA protocols have been con-
structed [27, 33]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there are no lattice- and identity-based two-party AMKA
protocols in the literature.

1.3 | Article structure

The remainder of this article is constructed as follows.
Section 2 introduces related lattice-based cryptographic
security assumptions, Section 3 describes the proposed
LIAMKA protocol, and Section 4 defines the security
model and confirms its accuracy and sufficient security.
Section 5 presents a performance analysis of the proposed
protocol, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 | PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the various concepts, mathematical defini-
tions, and related cryptographic security assumptions used
in the proposed LIAMKA protocol are briefly reviewed.

2.1 | Lattice

In geometry, a lattice is a set of points with a periodic
arrangement structure in m-dimensional space. In
algebra, a lattice is a discrete additive subgroup of Rm.

Definition 1. Given a set of linearly inde-
pendent vectors, b1,b2, …,bnRm, a lattice can
be defined as the set of all integral combina-
tions of these vectors:

L b1,b2,…,bnð Þ¼
Xn

i¼1
bixijxi ℤ

n o
, ð1Þ

where integers m and n are the dimension
and rank of the lattice, respectively. If m = n,
the lattice is a full rank lattice. By matrix
MRm�n, we denote b1,b2,…,bn½ �. Thus, its
generated lattice can be defined as
L Mð Þ¼ Mx : xZnf g.

Definition 2. We assume that q�Z is the
modulus. The q-ary lattice, L, is an integer
lattice that satisfies qZn ⊆L⊆Zn. Given an
integer modular, q, and a modular matrix,
MZm�n

q , where m < n (e.g., n¼O nlognð Þ and

q¼O n2ð Þ), two m-dimensional q-ary lattices,
Λq and Λ ⊥

q , can be written as

Λq ¼ a : a¼MTbmodq,8b� �
,

Λ ⊥
q ¼ a :Ma¼ 0mod qf g: ð2Þ

2.2 | Cryptographic assumptions

In lattice-based cryptography, Definition 1 lattice inherits
basic cryptographic hardness assumptions about the
shortest vector problem (SVP) and closest vector problem.
The SVP finds a short nonzero vector whose Euclidian
norm is at its minimum on a given lattice, and the closest
vector problem finds the closest vector to a given vector
in the given lattice. A typical SVP problem can be
extended to two standard shortest independent vector
problems (SIVPs) in the worst case (i.e., SIVPγ and
GapSVPγ, γ denotes the approximation factor). GapSVP
is a decisional version of SVP, and SIVP can be seen as
an extension of SVP. For space limitations, we omit their
formal definitions, which can be found in many studies,
such as Ren and Yoneyama [12] and Tan [23].

For a q-ary lattice, there are also two hardness
assumptions: SIS and ISIS problems.

Definition 3. (SIS problem in a q-ary lattice):
Given an integer modular, q, two integers,
m,n m< nð Þ, a modular matrix, M�Zm�n

q ,
and β>0, the goal is to find a nonzero vector,
x�Zn ∖ 0f g, that satisfies the equation,
Mx¼ 0 modqð Þ, such that the l2-norm,
jjxjj≤ β. The SIS problem involves solving a
system of Diophantine equations. However, it
is still difficult to obtain a small-norm solution.

Definition 4. (ISIS problem). Given a modu-
lar basic matrix, M�Zm�n

q , β�Zþ, and a ran-
dom vector, b�Zm

q , the goal is to find a
nonzero vector, x�Zn, that satisfies the equa-
tion, Mx¼ bmodq, such that the l2-norm,
jjxjj≤ β. As shown in the literature
[15, 16, 34], the SIS and ISIS problems are just
as difficult as SVP or SIVP.

Subsequently, Wang and others [17] extended the
SIS/ISIS problems in Zm�n

q to Bi-SIS problems and its
inhomogeneous Bi-ISIS in Zn�n

q . The main difference is
that Bi-SIS/Bi-ISIS problems use one rectangular modu-
lar basic matrix, M, over Zq, and SIS/ISIS problems use
one square modular basic matrix, M, over Zq.
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Definition 5. (Bi-SIS problem). Given a
modulus, q, a modular basic matrix,
M�Zn�n

q , with rank m, and β�Zþ, the goal
is to find two nonzero integer vectors,
x, y �Zn, such that

Mx¼ 0modq, xk k≤ β,

yTM¼ 0T modq,
���y���≤ β:

ð3Þ

Definition 6. (Bi-ISIS problem). Given a
modulus, q, a modular basic matrix,
M�Zn�n

q , with rank m, β�Zþ, and two vec-
tors, b,c�Zn

q , the goal is to find two nonzero
integer vectors, x,y �Zn, such that

Mx¼ bmodq,
���x���≤ β,

yTM¼ cT modq, jjyjj≤ β: ð4Þ

Proposition 1. ([17]). Given any poly
bounded n,β¼ poly mð Þ, and prime
q≥ β

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω mlogmð Þp

, typical Bi-SIS/Bi-ISIS prob-
lems are as difficult as the approximate SIVPγ
and GapSVPγ problems in the worst case with
certain γ¼ βO

ffiffiffi
n

pð Þ.

Bi-SIS/Bi-ISIS problems are considered dif-
ficult and inherit hardness assumptions. CBi-
ISIS problem and assumption are defined in
Wang and others [17] as follows:

Definition 7. (CBi-ISIS problem). Given a
modulus, q, a modular basic matrix,
M�Zn�n

q , with rank m, β�Rþ, and a tuple
<M,Mx,yTM> , where x and y are two non-
zero integer vectors in Zn,

���x���≤ β, and���y���≤ β, the goal is to find yTMxmodq.

Definition 8. (CBi-ISIS hardness assump-
tion): Given a security parameter, m,
n≈ poly mð Þ, prime q≈ poly mð Þ, and

β≈ poly mð Þ, such that q≥ β
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω mlogmð Þp

,

D¼ z�Zn :
���z���≤ β

n o
, a random modular

basic matrix, M�Zn�n
q , with rank m for any

probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algo-
rithm, A, Pr A M,β,Mx,yTMð Þ¼ yTMx :½
x,y�D�≤negl mð Þ, holds where negl �ð Þ is a
negligible function.

3 | PROPOSED LIAMKA SCHEME

Here, we present our LIAMKA protocol in which both
participants (Bob and Alice) negotiate session keys in a
secure manner. We assume that Alice has identity ID1

and initiates the protocol, and Bob has identity ID2 and
responds to Alice’s sender request. A trusted PKG center
is responsible for extracting the private key correspond-
ing to the identity of each participant in an offline mode.
The proposed LIAMKA scheme comprises three phases:
Setup, Private-key-Extract, and Session-key-Agreement.

3.1 | Setup phase

During the Setup phase, a trustworthy PKG generates the
system parameters. Given security parameter m, the PKG
executes the following operations:

• Given security parameter m, set β≈ poly mð Þ, and select a

prime, q≥ β
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω m log mð Þp

, and an integer, n≥ 2m logq.
Let M�Zn�n

q be a modular basic matrix with rank m,

and let D¼ d�Zn :
���d���≤ β

n o
.

• Choose a random vector, d�D, and calculate the mas-
ter public key, P¼dTMmodq.

• Choose three cryptographic hash functions:

H1 : 0,1f g� �Z1�n
q �Z1�n

q Z1�n
q !Z�

q,

H2 : 0,1f g� � 0,1f g� �Zn�1
q �Z1�n

q Z1�n
q !Z�

q,

H3 : 0,1f g� � 0,1f g� � 0,1f g� � 0,1f g� �Z1�n
q �Z1�n

q

�Zn�1
q �Z1�n

q �Zn
q !Z�

qZ
1�n
q :

The PKG maintains d as the master secret key, and
the public system parameters are Δ¼ n,q,M,P,f H1 �ð Þ,
H2 �ð Þ,H3 �ð Þg.

3.2 | Private-key-extract phase

Each participant obtains a private key by interacting with
the PKG over a secure channel. This phase consists of the
following operations:

• Each participant sends their identity IDi, i¼ 1,2 to the
PKG.

• After receiving IDi, the PKG first verifies its
authenticity.

• The PKG chooses a random vector ri �Zn
q and computes
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Pi ¼ rTi M,

hi ¼H1 IDi Pij jj jPð Þ,
di ¼ riþhidð Þmodq:

ð5Þ

• The PKG sends the public/private key pair Pi,dið Þ to
the participant with identity IDi via a secure channel.

• The participant with identity IDi first calculates hi ¼
H1 IDi

���Pi

���P� �
and validates the key pair Pi,dið Þ by

checking whether the following equation holds:

dT
i M¼PiþhiPmodq: ð6Þ

3.3 | Session-key-agreement phase

Suppose that Alice with ID1 and Bob with ID2 attempt to
agree on session keys over a public channel. Assume that
they have their respective public–private key pairs
P1,d1ð Þ and P2,d2ð Þ. The participants can agree on eight
keys in one execution of the proposed scheme using the
following procedures.

Step 1: Alice first chooses two random vectors,
x1,x2 �Zn

q , such that
���xi

���≤ β, i¼ 1,2, and
calculates

U1i ¼Mximodq,V1i ¼ xTi Mmodq, ð7Þ

S1 ¼d1þ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDijjT1jjU1ijjV1ið Þximodq: ð8Þ

Step 2: Alice issues her identity, ID1, her key, P1, and
the message U11,f ,V11,U12,V12S1g with time
stamp T1 to Bob.

Step 3: Upon receiving the request from Alice, Bob first
validates whether time stamp T1 falls in the vali-
dation interval. Bob authenticates Alice and vali-
dates the message U11,V11,U12,V12,S1f g by
checking whether the following equation holds:

ST1M¼P1þh1Pþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���T1

���U1i

���V1i

� �
V1imodq:

ð9Þ

Step 4: If (9) does not hold, then Bob aborts. Otherwise,
he randomly chooses two random vectors,
y1,y2 �Zn

q , such that
���yi

���≤ β, i¼ 1,2, and
calculates

U2i ¼Myimodq,V2i ¼ yTi Mmodq, ð10Þ

S2 ¼d2þ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���T2

���U2i

���V2i

� �
yimodq: ð11Þ

Step 5: Bob issues his identity, ID2, his key, P2, and the
message U21,V21,U22,V22,f S2g with time stamp
T2 to Alice. Finally, Bob computes the shared
values.

K01
ij ¼V1iyjmod q, ð12Þ

K11
ij ¼ yTi U1jmodq, ð13Þ

where i, j¼ 1,2 and the session keys are as follows:

KB1 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU21 V11j jj jK01
11

� 	
,

KB2 ¼H3 ID1

���ID2

���T1

���T2

���P1

���P2

���U22

���V11

���K01
12

� �

KB3 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU21 V12j jj jK01
21

� 	
,

,

KB4 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU22 V12j jj jK01
22

� 	
,

KB5 ¼H3 ID1

���ID2

���T1

���T2

���P1

���P2

���U11

���V21

���K11
11

� �

KB6 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU12 V21j jj jK11
12

� 	
,

KB7 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU11 V22j jj jK11
21

� 	
,

KB8 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU12 V22j jj jK11
22

� 	
:

ð14Þ

Step 6: Upon receiving the message
U21,V21, U22,V22,S2,ID2,T2,P2f g, Alice

first checks whether time stamp T2 falls in
the validation interval. She authenticates
Bob and checks whether the message is
valid by using the following equation:

ST2M¼P2þh2Pþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���T2

���U2i

���V2i

� �
V2imodq:

ð15Þ

Step 7: If (15) does not hold, Alice abandons this authen-
tication request. Otherwise, Alice calculates the
shared values.

K02
ij ¼ xTi U2jmodq, ð16Þ
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K12
ij ¼V2ixjmodq, ð17Þ

where i, j¼ 1,2 and the session keys are as follows:

KA1 ¼H3 ID1

���ID2

���T1

���T2

���P1

���P2

���U21

���V11

���K02
11

� �

KA2 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU22 V11j jj jK02
12

� 	
,

KA3 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU21 V12j jj jK02
21

� 	
,

KA4 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU22 V12j jj jK02
22

� 	
,

KA5 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU11 V21j jj jK12
11

� 	
,

KA6 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU12 V21j jj jK12
12

� 	
,

KA7 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU11 V22j jj jK12
21

� 	
,

KA8 ¼H3 ID1 ID2j jj jT1 T2j jj jP1 P2j jj jU12 V22j jj jK12
22

� 	
:

ð18Þ

4 | SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section confirms the correctness, security model,
and security proofs of the proposed LIAMKA protocol.

4.1 | Correctness

Theorem 1. The proposed LIAMKA protocol is correct if
H1 �ð Þ, H2 �ð Þ, and H3 �ð Þ are collision-resistant
hash functions. That is, after the successful exe-
cution of the protocol, both Alice and Bob agree
on common session keys KAt ¼KBt,
t¼ 1,2,…,8.

Proof. First, participants can verify the authenticity
of messages issued by one another using (9) and (15). For
j¼ 1,2, we have

STj M¼ djþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDijjTjjjUjijjVji

� 	
yi

� �T
Mmod q,

¼dj
TMþ

X2

i¼1
H2 IDijjTjjjUjijjVji

� 	
yTi Mmodq,

¼PjþhjPþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���Tj

���Uji

���Vji

� �
Vjimodq:

Second, Bob can compute the shared values, K01
ij ¼

V1iyjmod q and K11
ij ¼ yTi U1jmodq, whereas Alice can

calculate K02
ij ¼ xTi U2jmodq and K12

ij ¼V2ixjmodq, where
i, j¼ 1,2.

K01
ij ¼V1iyjmod q¼ xTi Myjmodq

¼ xTi U2jmod q¼K02
ij ,

K11
ij ¼ yTi U1jmodq¼ yTi Mxjmod q

¼V2ixjmodq¼K12
ij :

Hence, keys KAt and KBt are equal for t¼ 1,2,…,8.

4.2 | Security model

In this section, we discuss the formal security model for
identity-based AMKA schemes. Assuming that PKG is a
trustworthy entity, it reliably validates users’ real identi-
ties. Moreover, a secure channel must exist between the
PKG and the participants to protect their private keys. In
the proposed protocol, the two communicating parties
communicate using a nonsecure channel.

A session identifier is composed of the identities of the
participants and the messages transmitted during AMKA
execution. Specifically, based on session identifier

Q f
ID,ID� ,

we denote the f th key agreement between initiator ID and
partner ID�. Let

Q f
ID,ID� ¼ role, ID,ID�,message1,…,ð

messagenÞ, where role� Initiator,Partnerf g annotates its
AKA role, ID and ID� are the identities of one party and
the partner, respectively, and messagei is the i th message
sent by the parties. If one session and the other executed
by the other party transmit the same message, even in a
different order, they are still matching sessions. For
example, in the proposed two-round protocol, if the ID
entity executes session Initiator, ID, ID�,message1,ð
message2Þ, then the matching session is executed by ID�,
and the session identifier is Partner, ID�, ID,message1,ð
message2Þ.

The AKA security model is formalized in Bellare and
others [3]. In this section, we further extend this and
other security models [35] to the identity-based AMKA
version [36] based on the popular Real-or-Random model
[37]. Let a PPT adversary, A, attempt to breach the secu-
rity of the identity-based AMKA protocol. Probabilistic
Turing machine A can control all communications over
the open channel. The security model is simulated using
a challenge–response game between challenger C and
adversary A. This allows the adversary to mount all pos-
sible attacks during the run. We simulate various security
attacks using all possible oracle queries, which model the
capabilities of a real attacker. In this game, A issues any
sequence of the oracle queries listed below to C, which
responds to the queries in turn.
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• Setup mð Þ. Given security parameter m, C outputs pub-
lic parameters Δ, a pair of master secret and public
keys, msk,mpkð Þ, and returns mpk,Δð Þ to A, keeping
msk a secret.

• Extract IDið Þ. In response to this query of identity IDi,
C extracts the private key and returns it to A.

• Execute IDi, IDj
� 	

. This query models eavesdropping
attacks on an honest execution between participants
IDi and IDj. The output is assigned one session identi-
fier,

Q f
IDi,IDj

.
• Send IDi, IDj,com

� 	
. This query models an active attack.

The oracle query model sends message com to IDi on
behalf of IDj and receives an actual response from par-
ticipant IDi.

• Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj

� �
. This query models a known session-

key attack. If no session key is defined, for instance,Q f
IDi,IDj

, then the output of this query is the invalid
symbol, ⊥ . Otherwise, it returns some or all of the cur-
rent session keys of

Q f
IDi,IDj

using the AMKA protocol.
• Corrupt IDð Þ. The query models the capability of A,

which can acquire the static private key of participant
ID.

• Ephemeral_Key_Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj
, IDi

� �
. The query

models the capability of A, which can get the ephem-
eral key of participant IDi during session

Q f
IDi,IDj

(pos-
sibly incomplete).

• Test
Q f

IDi,IDj

� �
. This is invoked once per fresh oracle.

A chooses an accepted fresh oracle,
Q f

IDi,IDj
, as an

authenticator or one session key. In response to this
query, C randomly selects bit b� 0,1f g. If b¼ 1,
C outputs one session key exchanged between IDi and
its partner during session

Q f
IDi,IDj

. Otherwise, C out-
puts a random value as the session key.

The definition of the freshness of
Q f

IDi,IDj
is given

below.

Definition 9. Let
Q f

IDi,IDj
be a completed ses-

sion owned by an honest party, IDi, partnered

with an honest peer, IDj. Let
Q f�

IDj,IDi
repre-

sent matching sessions. Session sid is fresh if
none of the following conditions hold: any

Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj

� �
or Reveal

Q f �
IDj,IDi

� �
queries,

if one has been made. If session
Q f �

IDj,IDi
exists,

A makes either both Corrupt IDið Þ and

Ephemeral_Key_Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj
,IDi

� �
queries

or both Corrupt IDj
� 	

and Ephemeral_Key_

Reveal
Q f �

IDj,IDi
, IDj

� �
queries. If sessionQ f �

IDj,IDi
does not exist, A makes either

Corrupt IDj
� 	

or both Corrupt IDið Þ and

Ephemeral_Key_Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj
, IDi

� �
queries.

Session
Q f

IDi,IDj
is not fresh if at least one participant

in the session is controlled by the adversary. Thus, adver-
sary A can reveal the controlled participant’s long-term
and ephemeral keys. In the formal security model of the
identity-based AMKA protocol, A may issue any number
of oracle queries to C, but A is allowed to make the Test
query only once per fresh session. At the end of any
sequence of queries, A outputs a bit, b0. If b0 ¼ b, A wins
the game.

Definition 10. The advantage, AdvIAKAA , of
breaking the semantic security of the identity-
based AMKA protocol within polynomial
time-bound t can be defined by the probabil-
ity of adversary A’s successful output of bit b0
for a fresh session,

AdvIAKAA tð Þ¼ Pr b0 ¼ b½ ��1
2










:

Definition 11. An identity-based AMKA
protocol is secure if

• In the presence of a benign adversary in a ses-
sion and its matching session, both participants
always believe that they have the same session
key, which is distributed uniformly.

• For any PPT-bounded adversary, A, the advan-
tage, AdvIAKAA tð Þ, in the game above is negligible.

4.3 | Formal security analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed
LIAMKA protocol using the security model of the
identity-based AMKA protocol.

Kudla and Paterson [38] proved that AKA Protocol II
security can be transformed to the proof of a related AKA
protocol, π, which is identical. However, Protocol II pro-
duces a hashed session key, whereas π employs the input
string of the hash function as the session key.

Theorem 2. Given security parameter m,
integer n≈ poly mð Þ, prime q≈ poly mð Þ, and
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β ≈ poly(m) such that q≥ β, let

D¼ z�Zn :
���z���≤ β

n o
. Let M be a random

modular basic matrix in Zn�n
q with rank m.

Next, assume there exists a polynomial time-
bounded adversary, A, that breaches the secu-
rity of the LIAMKA scheme with a nonnegligi-
ble advantage. Hence, there is an instance of
the Bi-ISIS or CBi-ISIS problem that can be
solved with nonnegligible probability. That is,
for any PPT adversary, A, the proposed
LIAMKA protocol is secure upon both Bi-ISIS
and CBi-ISIS assumptions on the lattice in
the ROM.

Proof: As described in Section 4.1, the pro-
posed LIAMKA protocol satisfies the first condi-
tion of Definition 11. Next, we use the
techniques in Bellare and Rogaway [37] and a
proof by contradiction to show that the pro-
posed LIAMKA protocol satisfies the second
condition of Definition 11.

Assume that adversary A runs PPT algorithm C to
break the security of the proposed protocol. The model is
explained by a game between challengers C and A, where
A utilizes C to break the security of our proposed scheme;
however, C uses A as a subroutine to solve the Bi-ISIS
and CBi-ISIS problems. An example of the Bi-ISIS prob-
lem computes y �Zn

q from two given triples M,β,Myð Þ
and M,β,yTMð Þ, where a modular basic matrix,
M�Zn�n

q , has a rank, m, whereas the instance of the Bi-
ISIS problem computes yTMx from the given triple
<M,Mx,yTM> , where M is a modular basic matrix in
Zn�n
q with rank m. x and y are two unknown nonzero

integer vectors.
A can request various oracle queries from C, which

return a response in the following ways. For each type of
query, an initially empty list is maintained by C to store
the responses.

• Setup mð Þ. To answer the query issued by adversary A,
C executes the setup of the proposed LIAMKA
protocol. Then, C chooses a random vector, d�Zn,
and generates the global public parameters,
Δ¼ n,q,M,P,H1 �ð Þ,H2 �ð Þ,H3 �ð Þf g. C returns Δ to A
and keeps the master key, d, secret.

• H1_Query. To answer this query, C maintains H1_list,
which is initially empty but takes the form of tuples,
such as IDi,Pi,P,hið Þ. If H1_Query about the triple
IDi,Pi,Pð Þ is requested, C first searches H1_list for the
triple. If IDi,Pi,P,�ð Þ exists in the H1_list, C returns the
corresponding fourth element of the record. Otherwise,

C selects an element, hi �Z�
q, and appends a tuple

IDi,Pi,P,hið Þ to the H1_list. Then, C returns hi in
response to H1_Query.

• H2_Query. C maintains an initially empty H2_list with
entries ID,T,U,ð V,δÞ. If A requests H2_Query for mes-
sage IDi,T,Ui,Við Þ, C first searches H2_list for the
tuple. If IDi,T,Ui,Vi,�ð Þ exists in H2_list, C returns the
last element of the record to A. Otherwise, C selects an
integer, δi �Z�

q, and appends a tuple IDi,T,Ui,Vi,δið Þ
to H2_list. Then, C returns δi as the output to A.

• H3_Query. C maintains an initially empty H3_list with

entries IDi, IDj,Ti,Tj,Pi,Pj,U,V,Kf
ij,K

� �
. If A requests

H3_Query with IDi, IDj,Ti,Tj,Pi,Pj,U,V,Kf
ij

� �
, C first

searches H3_list for the tuple IDi,IDj,Ti,Tj,Pi,Pj,U,
�

V,Kf
ij,�Þ. If a tuple exists in the list, C returns the last

element as the output. Otherwise, C selects an element,
K �Z�

q, and appends the tuple IDi, IDj,Ti,Tj,Pi,Pj,
�

U,V,Kf
ij,KÞ to H3_list. Then, C returns K as the output

to A.

• Extract IDið Þ. To respond to this query, C maintains
Ext_list, which is initially empty. When one oracle
query about IDi is requested, C first searches Ext_list
for the tuple IDi, � ,P,�ð Þ. If IDi, � ,P,�ð Þ exists in
Ext_list, C returns the second and fourth elements of
the record as a key pair. Otherwise, C chooses a ran-
dom vector, ri �Zn

q , computes Pi ¼ rTi M, and produces
response hi to H1_Query about IDi

���Pi

���P� �
. It then

appends a tuple IDi,Pi,P,hið Þ to H1_list. Finally, C cal-
culates di ¼ riþhidð Þmodq and appends IDi,Pi,P,dið Þ
to Ext_list. C then returns the key pair Pi,dið Þ to A.

• Execute IDi,IDj
� 	

. To answer this query, C maintains
Exe_list, which is initially empty. C first checks
whether IDi or IDj exists in Ext_list. If neither, C
extracts the respective private keys and appends
IDi,Pi,P,dið Þ and IDj,Pj,P,dj

� 	
to Ext_list. Then, C

randomly chooses two vectors, x1,x2 �Zn
q , such that

jjxijj≤ β, i¼ 1,2, and calculates

U1i ¼Mximod q,V1i ¼ xTi Mmod q,

S1 ¼d1þ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���T1

���U1i

���V1i

� �
ximodq:

Let message1 be U11,V11,U12,V12,S1,T1f g. Similarly,
C generates U21,V21,U22,V22,S2,T2f g as message2.

Let
Q f

IDi,IDj
be Initiator, IDi, IDj,message1,message2

� �
andQ f �

IDj,IDi
be Partner, IDj, IDi,message1,message2

�
. Then, C

appends
Q f

IDi,IDj
,
Q f �

IDj,IDi
,sek

� �
to Exe_list where sek is

one or all session keys of
Q f

IDi,IDj
and

Q f �
IDj,IDi

.
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• Send IDi, IDj,com
� 	

. If message com is not empty, the
query is responded to by C, as in the proposed
LIAMKA protocol. Otherwise, C searches for tuples
IDi, � ,P,�ð Þ and IDj, � ,P,�

� 	
in Ext_list. If IDi, � ,P,�ð Þ

or IDj, � ,P,�
� 	

are not in Ext_list, C executes ExtractðÞ
and H1_Query for IDi or IDj. Next, C verifies whether

session
Q f

IDi,IDj
, which is partnered with

Q f �
IDj,IDi

, is in

Exe_list. If the tuple
Q f

IDi,IDj
,
Q f �

IDj,IDi
,�

� �
exists in

Exe_list, C returns
Q f �

IDj,IDi
; otherwise, C completes

Execute IDi, IDj
� 	

query for IDi and IDj.

• Reveal sidð Þ. To respond to this query, C maintains an
initially empty list, K_list, with entriesQ f

IDi,IDj
,
Q f �

IDj,IDi
,K

� �
. In response, C first checks

whether
Q f

IDi,IDj
exists in K_list. If no session key of

instance
Q f

IDi,IDj
is defined or it has been requested by

Test query, this query will output ⊥ . Otherwise, it

returns the current session key of session
Q f

IDi,IDj
.

• Corrupt IDið Þ. In response to this query, C first searches
Ext_list for IDi. If a quadruple IDi,Pi,P,dið Þ containing
IDi is in Exe_list, C returns it to A as the output. Other-
wise, C executes Extract query and returns the output
to A.

• Ephemeral_Key_Reveal
Q f

IDi,IDj
, IDi

� �
. In response to

this query, C returns the ephemeral keys, xi �Zn
q

(i¼ 1,2), of participant IDi in session
Q f

IDi,IDj
to A.

• Test. When A executes Test query to oracle
Q f

IDi,IDj
, C

randomly chooses four elements, a1,a2,b1,b2 �Z�
q, and

calculates

U1 ¼ a1Mymodq,U2 ¼ a2Mymodq

V1 ¼ a1yTMmodq,V2 ¼ a2yTMmodq

U0
1 ¼ b1Mymodq,U0

2 ¼ b2Mymod q

V0
1 ¼ b1yTMmodq,V0

2 ¼ b2yTMmod q:

ð19Þ

Then, C executes H2_Query about IDi,T1,U1,V1ð Þ. Let
h21 be the response to H2_Query regarding
IDi,T1,U1,V1ð Þ. Then, C executes H2_Query about
IDi,T1,U2,V2ð Þ. If tuple IDi,T1,U2,V2,�ð Þ exists in
H2_list, C randomly chooses another element, a2, in Z�

q

and computes U2 ¼ a2Mymodq, and V2 ¼ a2yTMmodq
until tuple IDi,T1,U2,V2,�ð Þ does not exist in H2_list. C
computes h22 ¼ q� h21a1 modqð Þð Þa�1

2 mod q as the
response to H2_Query about IDi,T1,U2,V2ð Þ. Similarly, C
obtains h021 as the response to H2_Query about
IDi,T2,U0

1,V
0
1

� 	
and calculates h022 ¼ q� h021b1 modq

� 	� 	
b�1
2 modq as the response to H2_Query about

IDi,T2,U0
2,V

0
2

� 	
. C then returns U1,V1,U2,V2, � ,T1;ð

,U0
1,V

0
1,U

0
2,V

0
2, �T2Þ to A and appends them to H2_list.

After the completion of Test, A outputs tuple
U1,V1,U2,V2,S1,T1ð Þ or U0

1,V
0
1,U

0
2,V

0
2,S2,T2

� 	
to C,

which then checks whether the following equation holds:

ST1M¼P1þh1Pþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi j T1j j Uij jjVið ÞVimodq:

ð20Þ

If the above equation does not hold, C aborts the exe-
cution. Otherwise, according to the fork lemma [39], C
may obtain another tuple U1,V1,U2,V2,S�1,T1

� 	
with

another hash value, h�21 for message IDi,T1,U1,V1ð Þ and
h�22 for message IDiT1,U2,V2ð Þ. Thus, S�1TM¼P1þh1PþP2

i¼1h
�
2iVi modq. By subtracting the above equation from

(20), C can obtain

S�1
T – S1T

� 	
M¼

X2

i¼1
h�2i�h2i
� 	

Vimod q:

From (18), C can compute

y¼ S�1�S1
� 	

a1 h�21�h21
� 	þa2 h�22�h22

� 	� � modq: ð21Þ

Thus, C finds solution y �Zn
q to the Bi-ISIS problem

for two given triples M,β,Myð Þ and M,β,yTMð Þ. This
contradicts the Bi-ISIS hardness assumption.

If adversary A can successfully guess bit b0, one of the
session keys < IDi, IDj,T1,T2,U,V,K > corresponding to
message U1,V1,U2,V2,d1,T1;U0

1,V
0
1,U

0
2,V

0
2, d2,T2

� 	
is

forged. Then, C computes yTMx¼ a1b2ð Þ�1K or
a2b1ð Þ�1K . Thus, the given CBi-ISIS instance on input
<M,Mx,yTM> can be solved.

In summary, if the adversary can break the security
of the proposed LIAMKA protocol with advantage
AdvIAKAA tð Þ¼ ε, one instance of the CBi-ISIS/Bi-ISIS
problem can be solved with a probability of at least
1=2ð Þε.

5 | PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss the performance efficiency of the
proposed LIAMKA protocol in terms of computation, stor-
age, and communication costs. We provide a comparative
analysis of the proposed protocol against existing multiple-
key agreement protocols from the literature. For simplicity,
we choose n¼m logq and q¼m2 as the parameters in the
proposed scheme, where m is a security parameter.
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• Computation cost: When we analyze the computational
cost, only time-consuming operations during the ses-
sion key agreement phase are considered. The order of
computing the private key for a participant is
2n2� j q2 j þn� j q j, where j q2 j is the cost of multiplying
the two numbers in Z�

q. The message generation of
Alice includes the computing overhead:

U1i ¼Mximod q,V1i ¼ xiTMmod q,

S1 ¼ d1þ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi j T1j j U1ij jjV1ið Þxi,

ST2M?¼P2þh2Pþ
X2

i¼1
H2 IDi

���T2

���U2i

���V2i

� �
V2imodq:

Hence, message generation incurs a cost of
3n2 � q2j jþ4n � qj j. Additionally, the generation of any ses-
sion key requires the computation of shared values K02

ij ¼
xiTU2jmodq or K12

ij ¼V2ixjmodq, where i, j¼ 1,2. The
order of the one-session key generation is estimated as
n j q2 j. Hence, the total order of computation of the pro-
posed LIAMKA protocol for one participant is 5n2 q2j jþ
5n qj jþ8n q2j j ¼ 80m2 log4mþ20m log2m þ64m log3m for
n¼m logq and q¼m2.

• Communication cost: To measure the transmitted mes-
sage size, the identity and time stamp are assumed to
be 128 bit (16 B) and 16 bit (2 B) long, respectively.
During the session-key agreement phase, the transmis-
sion overhead includes two message tuples
U11,V11,U12,V12,S1, ID1,T1,P1f g and
U21,V21,U22,V22,S2, ID2,T2,P2f g. Thus, the message
requires that
10nþ2ð Þ j q j þ244¼ 40mlogmþ4ð Þ logmþ244.

• Storage cost. Each participant must store identity IDi,
key pair Pi,dið Þ, and system parameter M. Hence, the
overhead of storing these values requires
n2� j q j þ2n� j q j þ128. Thus, the total storage cost
incurred by both Alice and Bob in the proposed proto-
col is approximately 2 n2�jqjþ2n�jqjþ128ð Þ¼
16m2 log3mþ16m log2mþ256.

AMKA protocols in the literature fall into two catego-
ries: certificate-based [28, 29, 40, 41] and identity-based
[27, 39]. The AMKA protocols in the literature [40, 41]
apply a cryptosystem based on discrete logarithms over
the general field with a modulus, q1 ≈ 2m

0
, for security

parameter m0, whereas the AMKA protocols [27–29, 39]
depend on an ECC of order n0 over GF(q2). Assume that
the proposed lattice-based AMKA protocol has a security
parameter of m= 32 bits (n¼ 2m logm). Thus, to achieve
the same level of security, the size of m0, n0, and q2 are
chosen as 1024 bits (i.e., m0 ¼jq1 j¼1024 bits, n0 = 160 bits,
and q2 = 512 bits, respectively).

Table 1 shows a comparison between LIAMKA and
extant AMKA schemes in terms of computation, storage,
and communication costs. Computation costs include the
execution of the session key agreement and generation of
session keys for one participant. Storage costs include the
cost of one party storing a private or public key. Commu-
nication costs include the total communication cost of
both parties during the session-key agreement phase.
Identity-based two-party authenticated key exchange pro-
tocols [20, 21] are lattice-based, but they can only pro-
duce one session key for each run, and the lattice-based
protocol [21] is more effective for both schemes [20, 21].
Next, we compare the proposed LIAMKA protocol with a
lattice-based version [21].

The total computation overhead of one participant in
Gupta and others [21] is estimated as
96m2log4m + 12mlog2m. Hence, the proposed LIAMKA
protocol is more efficient than the lattice-based protocol
[21], and it is easily seen from Table 1 that the storage and
communication cost of the existing AMKA schemes are bet-
ter than the proposed LIAMKA scheme. However, due to
the hardness assumptions of CBi-ISIS or Bi-ISIS problems,
the proposed protocol has much stronger security than the
existing AMKA schemes. Furthermore, LIAMKA’s compu-
tation cost is more efficient. The lattice-based protocol [21]
performs better than LIAMKA in terms of storage and com-
munication costs, but it can produce only one session key
for each run.

Comparisons of the proposed LIAMKA scheme with
extant AMKA schemes and the lattice-based key
exchange protocol [21] in terms of security properties,
cryptosystems, and number of session keys are shown in
Table 2. AMKA schemes [28, 29, 40, 41] are PKI-based,
whereas those in the literature [27, 39] and the proposed
scheme are IBC-based AMKA schemes. Compared with
identity-based schemes, PKI-based schemes require extra
certificate management burdens. Notably, the latter
removes the management of public keys. Moreover, the
proposed LIAMKA protocol satisfies all AMKA security
requirements. The comparison analysis listed in Table 2
confirms that the proposed LIAMKA scheme outper-
forms the existing AMKA protocols and the lattice-based
key agreement protocol [21].

To compare the computational costs, we calculated the
number of time-consuming operations during session key
agreement in the pairing-based protocols [28, 29, 39] and
the proposed LIAMKA scheme. Based on the results in
Rahulamathavan and others [42], we chose the parameters
of these schemes for 80-bit security. Because the pairing-
based protocol [28, 29, 39] generates only four session keys
in one run, the time required is the total time of two runs
for the generation of eight session keys. These results were
obtained using the well-known cryptography library,
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MIRACL [43], using a tablet computer running Ubuntu
16.04 with an Intel Core i5-4210U processor (3M Cache,
1.7 GHz) with 4-GB RAM. The duration of the session key
agreement in the proposed LIAMKA scheme was 79.35 ms,
whereas those of Vo and others [29], Lee and others [28],
and Pointecheval and Stern [39] were 154.75 ms, 93.24 ms,
and 68.40 ms, respectively. Hence, in addition to resisting
quantum attacks, the proposed scheme is also very
practical.

6 | CONCLUSION

Based on the hardness assumptions of CBi-ISIS or Bi-ISIS
problems, we devised a two-party lattice-based LIAMKA
protocol using IBC, which is suitable for quantum com-
puting settings. The LIAMKA protocol can resist various
attacks that the existing AKA protocol always suffers

from. Furthermore, the LIAMKA protocol has a relatively
higher computational efficiency.
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